Company Introduction

About us
Peritus Knowledge Services Corporation was established
in 2015 by two senior telecom and consulting executives
as a boutique consulting company, with a sharp focus on
two key areas:
• Cloud-based big data analytics
• Development and execution of data-driven business
programs.
The driving force for the company is the observation that
big data and analytics programs get slowed down in
internal technical conversations and execution delays.
Our approach focuses on quickly proving and providing
business value in a cost-effective manner. We achieve
this by combining open source cloud based analytical
solutions/advanced data science techniques and strong
program management. This helps

you to quickly analyze and monetize the data and the
information that you have access to.
We go beyond providing only a statistical model, but
support you with the full execution of your analytics
program. Insights are valuable, but execution is the key
to success!
Our team is mainly based in the Philippines and
services customers worldwide. We tailor our solutions
to your specific requirements such as security and
privacy regulation.
We are looking forward to discussing your requirements
and how we can support you!
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Why big data analytics is critical
Today’s management decisions are taken in a very complex environment. A typical telecom service provider has a
huge amount of current and historical data about its network, its customers, its products, and its channels. More
recently, the proliferation of internet data combined with the low cost high capacity analytical environments has
made it possible to add clickstream, machine-to machine and social media data to obtain a much more accurate
customer picture.
To come up with fact-based accurate decisions, telecom service providers have to integrate, filter and analyze this
augmented pool of data to find the nuggets of insights that will give them the competitive edge.
Just staying in the descriptive world and producing reports from that data is not sufficient. The sheer volume of data
and the analytical tools provide a unique opportunity to be predictive with customer behavior (“what they are likely
to do”) and prescriptive with the business processes (“how to leverage the insights from analytics”). Without the
execution step, analytics essentially becomes an intellectual exercise with no impact on the bottom line.
Big data opens doors to benefits such as 50+% higher campaign response rates (given the right segmentation and
models), 20+% savings on network infrastructure (through better demand forecasting) and 30+% lower churn rates
(through better customer experience and targeted retention programs).

Where are you on your Data Analytics journey? Let us run a Maturity Audit to help you understand how to optimize
the value you get from your Data Analytics Program.

Which projects you can source from us

Provide
management
level graphical
information of key
data characteristics
and outliers

Develop predictive
behavior models of
customer, product,
network, etc.

Activities

Statistical Model

Clean, document,
integrate and
standardize all the
relevant data

Outcome

Data Visualization

Integrated
database that
can be used in
subsequent analysis

Examples

Data Preparation

Match customer
names and
addresses in order
to merge relevant
records

Early ideas for
data-driven
improvements

Show a map with
the distribution of
customers by value
segments

Data-driven models
that can be used in
improved business
processes

Build customer
cross-sell and
probability to churn
models

Planning

Define how to use
the models in new
business processes

Execution

Test and implement
blueprint, and
measure the impact
of new processes

Blueprint
encompassing
process,
organization and
technology

Increased revenue
and/ or lower cost

Define a new
campaign
management
process that uses
the new models

Run the new
Campaign management
process and
measure the
incremental revenue
impact

Typical programs we can help you address
Develop cross/up -sell models
as well as an optimized bundling
approach to maximize the customer
ARPU and then help you build the
optimal ARPU management process

Build an acquisition model based on
demographics data, your customer
data and your overall strategy, and
then help you validate and build the
optimized acquisition process.
Improve your acquisition of
customers

Customer
Lifetime
Management

Improve the retention of
customers

Increase the revenue per
customer

Target the different customer/
market segments better
Use market research, demographic
and behavioral data to build a
full market segmentation and
define the optimal way to use the
segmentation

Build a churn model and/ or a loyalty
approach and then build the optimal
retention process

Combine external customer
feedback and existing internal
customer data to understand key
pain points

Customer
Experience
Management
Understand current “state”
of the customer
Create a baseline of the current
customer experience across all
touch-points

Find key levers to improve
customer experience

Improve customer
experience
Use key pain points to build and
manage an improvement program

Typical programs we can help you address

Improve the allocation of
resources to the network

Network
Management

Design and implement a yield
management model

Build and use the marketing demand
forecast and distribution to optimize
the network technology and
capacity planning decisions

Understand the relationship
between handsets, customer
experience and network
performance

Product
Development/
New Business

Network
Management

Model the impact of handsets on
customer experience and use the
model to prioritize handset selection

Channel
Management
Align your sales channels
Use existing customer and channel
data and marketing strategy to
build an optimal channel strategy
for acquisition and customer
management

Better utilize your existing
network

See whether you can
monetize your Telecom
assets externally
Develop statistical models and work
with potential clients to prove the
value of telco Insights in their industry

Develop your Big Data
Analytics capabilities
Establish internal analytical
technical and organizational
capabilities so that you become selfsufficient in the analytical space

Enablement

Which business opportunity do you want to address? Contact us today to discuss how we can support you.

How you can engage us
Time and Scope

Contracting
One-off Project
Indirect

Indirect

Indirect / Partnerships

You define a business
problem, we then select
the relevant data, and
develop and implement
models and processes

We partner with you
on your external client
projects

Direct
Indirect
We work with you on your
internal projects

Indirect

Analytics as a Service
We function as an
extension of your analytics
team by providing ongoing
analytical support

Variable
Indirect
We agree on specific
KPIs to be achieved for
a performance-based
pricing

Fixed
Indirect
We deliver your project
scope for a fixed price

Do you have a different preferred engagement model? Let us know and let’s explore your ideas.

Pricing

Why we are the right partner for you
We provide independent expert advice that addresses typical key client concerns:

Speed: We use remote access and cloud-based solutions to access the data, process the data and deploy the models/
solutions very quickly.

Security: We always follow your data protection rules and security protocols. Depending on your needs, we can
process the information either through remote access to your premises or on our own premises.
Cost-effectiveness: We use open-source platforms and analytical tools which have a lower cost structure. Our
offshore approach further enables us to keep the costs competitive.

Proven Impact: We don’t just develop statistical models as an abstract concept. We work with you to implement the
models in your day-to-day operations, so that the benefits are tangible, measured and monetized.
Low-risk: Our people have a strong track record in monetized analytics with blue-chip telecommunication
companies across Europe, USA, Asia and Australia.

Interested? Get in touch with us, let us help you improve your business.

Contact information

Peritus Knowledge Services Corporation
3rd Floor Corinthian Plaza
121 Paseo De Roxas, Makati City 1223, Philippines
+63 (2) 697 4982
info@peritus-services.com
www.peritus-services.com

